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Abstract—We propose a threat analysis method utilizing topic
model analysis and vulnerability databases. The method is based
on attack tree analysis. We create an attack tree on an evaluation
target system and some attack trees of known vulnerability. And
we combine the two types of attack trees to create more concrete
attack trees, that is, attack trees of target system that contain
vulnerabilities. Specifically, matching processing of attack trees
nodes written in natural language was automated using latent
Dirichlet allocation and cosine similarity. The concrete attack
tree enables us to calculate the probability of occurrence of a
safety accident. In this paper, we show that our proposed method
can use the results of past threat analysis for the next one using
the case of Tesla model S, Jeep Cherokee and IRB140 industrial
robot.

Index Terms—Threat Analysis, Vulnerability Information, At-
tack Tree, Topic Model Analysis, LDA.

I. INTRODUCTION

The MITRE Corporation in the US provides several specifi-
cation for vulnerability databases. In CVE (Common Vulner-
ability and Exposure) [1], individual software vulnerabilities
are stored in a database. In CWE (Common Weakness Enu-
meration) [2], common vulnerabilities are cataloged focusing
on the cause of the vulnerability. Furthermore, CAPEC (Com-
mon Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification) [3] is a
database classified by attack pattern.

The scientific literature related to safety analysis using Fault
tree (FT) is mature today [4]. On the other hand, in security
analysis, the complexity of analysis is significantly increased.
Elaborate attacks occur with multiple combinations of those
vulnerabilities. Furthermore, it is not easy to create Attack tree
(AT) that comprehensively captures their possibilities.

We have focused on such problems and proposed a threat
analysis method using a vulnerability DB as a practical
approach [5] [6]. First, we assumed that many attacks were
imitations or minor changes of known attacks. Therefore, we
can say that expressing attack cases that occurred in the past
by using an AT could enable a designer (defender) to become
aware of related attacks (recognize the danger). By gradually
and continuously applying this approach, it can be useful for
reducing vulnerability.

We proposed an algorithm that includes a process for match-
ing each node of an AT described in natural language [5] [6].
However, the matching method utilized was not specified. We

evaluated the feasibility of this unspecified matching process
using a topic model analysis method [8].

In this paper, we show that we can use the case of attack
trees created in the past threat analysis for the next analysis in
order to show that “the continuous application of our proposed
approach can help to reduce risks”.

In Section 2, we summarize the threat analysis method
we proposed in [5] and [6]. In Section 3, we verify the
feasibility of matching attack cases to vulnerability DBs and
show the result. We apply the proposed algorithm to the case
of Tesla model S, Jeep Cherokee and IRB140 industrial robot
in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe a consideration about
three cases. Section 6 concludes this paper by summarizing
the key points and providing an outlook on future activities.

II. THREAT ANALYSIS USING VULNERABILITY DATABASES

This section presents a summary of our proposed method
[6]. The proposed threat analysis method conducts the follow-
ing three procedures:

• Create vulnerability model information.
• Create lower-level component information embedded in

software.
• Perform threat analysis on the basis of design information

of analysis target system.

The proposed method is equivalent to creating a first AT
such as Figure 3 or 4 from the vulnerability DB, and creating
a second AT such as Figure 5 or 6 from the design information
of the system to be analyzed.

A. Creating vulnerability model information

The MITRE Corporation has published several forms of
vulnerability databases [1] [2] [3]. However, it is difficult to
create AT for a concrete target (for example, for a connected
car) simply by referring to these DBs. We will create AT
with reference to existing attack case literature or reports,
etc. Thus, let AT obtained from the existing vulnerability
DB and existing attack report be called the first AT. This
first AT is hierarchically drawn into a top event, a plurality
of intermediate events, and a bottom event. One first AT is
created for each vulnerability.



B. Proposal of component database

In embedded systems such as automobiles and IoT devices,
it is not necessary to install the existing software as it is but to
incorporate the necessary lower level components as needed.
On the other hand, a vulnerability database such as CVE
describes vulnerability information for certain software, but
it does not describe information on subordinate components
embedded in the software. Therefore, a correspondence table
between the software version and the version of the lower-
level component used internally by the software would help.
This makes it easy to check vulnerability information at the
manufacturing stage of embedded devices such as IoT devices.

Fig. 1. Threat analysis algorithm (cited from [6])

C. Threat analysis algorithm

The threat analysis algorithm based on the vulnerability
model shown in Section II-A, the component DB shown in
Section II-B, and the design information of the analysis target
system is shown.

1) Create a second AT with the top node as a safety
accident related to the evaluation target system. At this
time, even if the component is not directly included in
the evaluation target system, a component judged to be
related by referring to the component DB is included in
the second AT (the black circle node in Figure 1 (2)).
The second AT is hierarchically depicted using the top
node, the multiple intermediate nodes, and the lowest
nodes. Thus, a second AT is created (Figure 1 (2)).

2) One of the top nodes or intermediate nodes of the
second AT is selected and Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) is used to mechanically determine whether
there is a first AT having a natural language expression
similar to nodes of the second AT (Figure 1 (3)). If
this is the case, the first AT is temporarily added to the
second AT (Figure 1 (4)). An OR gate is attached to the
node of the second AT as a temporary cause, and the

first AT is pasted below it. This is done for all nodes
of the second AT. As a result, the second AT is ex-
panded more after considering the existing vulnerability
database, that is, the entire set of the first AT.

3) The focus is now on the temporary added nodes in the
expanded second AT. We check whether the added node
is necessary. Specifically, we define a node unrelated to
the component of the second AT (different components
or different versions) as FALSE nodes, and the FALSE
node and the AND gate that is just above the FALSE
node are deleted (Figure 1 (5)).

4) Repeat steps (1)–(3) for all the first ATs that are related
to the second AT as described above. After the modifi-
cation, we evaluate the occurrence probability of the top
node by using the modified second AT.

III. MATCHING ATTACK CASES TO VULNERABILITY
DATABASE

A. Outline explanation

As mentioned in Section II-C(2), we used NLP when match-
ing and connecting the first AT and the second AT nodes. We
verified the feasibility of this matching process. Specifically,
we matched the text of each chapter of Tesla’s attack paper
[11] with the description of the vulnerability database CVE.
We specifically targeted CVEs from CVE-2011-3501 to CVE-
2011-4000 including CVE-2011-3928 and those from CVE-
2013-6001 to CVE-2013-6500 including CVE-2013-6282. For
each section of the paper and each CVE vulnerability, similar
sentences were evaluated by topic model analysis using Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and Cosine similarity.

We translated the paper [11] into Japanese by using Google
Translate because the tool we used only corresponded to
Japanese. An advantage of utilizing such a translation is that
it can prevent notation fluctuation of terms.

B. Analysis result

The result of matching each section of the paper to each
CVE vulnerability is shown in Figure 2. When we click on
a sentence in the left pane, this tool will highlight similar
sentences in the right pane. The solid lined area in the left
pane is the BROWSER HACKING section with the keyword
“CVE-2011-3928” deleted. The dashed area in the right pane
is the description of CVE-2011-3928, one of the vulnerabilities
identified as similar to BROWSER HACKING section on the
left.

As a result of similarity evaluation by LDA, 22 out of the
500 CVEs were judged to be similar to the sentence in the
BROWSER HACKING section of Tesla’s attack paper, and
one of the 22 was an appropriate CVE-2011-3928. Regarding
CVE-2013-6282, a similar result was obtained by matching
the sentence of LOCAL PRIVILEGE ESCALATION section
with that of CVE, in this case 23 out of the 500.

The basic idea is to widely consider suspiciously suspects
to possibly prevent false negatives (missing of criminals). The
number twenty of possibly false positives can be processed at



Fig. 2. Matching attack cases to vulnerability DBs

the time of the second attack tree generation without much
effort in this method.

From this result, it was found that by using LDA, it is
possible to find an appropriate CVE from a huge number of
CVEs described in natural language. By applying this method,
it was found that the nodes of the first AT and the nodes of
the second AT written in natural language can be matched.

IV. APPLICATION OF PROPOSED METHOD TO ACTUAL
CASE

In this section, we will use the cases of Jeep Cherokee,
IRB140 industrial robot and Tesla model S to show that we
can use the attack tree created in the past threat analysis for
future analysis.

Fig. 3. The first AT generated from CVE-2011-3928(cited from [6])

Fig. 4. The first AT generated from CVE-2014-1635

A. Creating first AT

First, a first AT is created on the basis of the vulnerability
DB. We must create first ATs for all vulnerabilities. In this
case, we created first ATs for CVE-2011-3928 and CVE-
2014-1635 as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

B. Apply to the case of Jeep Cherokee

First, we created a second AT for the case of Jeep Cherokee
[9]. The second AT we created is shown in Figure 5. The
dashed part of the figure 5 is the subtree joined as a result
of the matching with the first AT shown in Figure 4. Also,
the dashed-dotted part of the figure is the part that will be
matched and reused when this second AT will be used as the
first AT for the next analysis (the case of Tesla).

C. Apply to the case of IRB140 industrial robot

Next, we created a second AT for the case of IRB 140
industrial robot [10]. The second AT we created is shown
in Figure 6. In this case, CVE is not referred to, but refers
to another vulnerability database (a vulnerability database



Fig. 5. The second AT generated from the case of Jeep Cherokee

for robots provided by ABB). It is effective to generate the
first AT from various vulnerability DBs as well as CVE
though we omitted this time. The dotted part of the figure is
the part that will be matched and reused when this second AT
will be used as the first AT for the next analysis (the case of
Tesla). In addition, this time, we performed a matching check
with human power, and could not conduct an exhaustive check
because of the amount of work. In the future, it will remain as
an issue to conduct an exhaustive match between the IRB140
industrial robot and Tesla model S by computer processing.

D. Apply to the case of Tesla model S

Finally, we created a second AT for the case of Tesla model
S [11]. The second AT we created is shown in Figure 7. The
dashed part of Figure 7 is the subtree joined as a result of
the matching with the first AT shown in Figure 3. Also, the
dashed-dotted part is the combined subtree as a result of using
the second AT generated in the case of Jeep Cherokee as the
first AT of this threat analysis. Furthermore, the dotted part is
the combined subtree as a result of matching the second AT
generated in the case of the IRB 140 industrial robot.

The actual attacked vulnerability in the Tesla case is that
for Wi-Fi, the SSID and password were hard-coded in the
CID. Also, the password is hard-coded in the firmware for
bypassing the GW user authentication. Both attack methods

are elementary. It is important to note that the actual Tesla
attack method was included in the subtree joined from the
Jeep and Robot cases. Thus, the feasibility of “the second AT
is available as the first AT in future threat analysis” in the
final step of the proposed algorithm was shown.

V. CONSIDERATION

In all three cases, arbitrary commands can be sent illegally
by repeating (a) acquisition of access path, (b) acquisition
of access permission, and (c) acquisition of system root
permission. As a relation between robot and automotive, we
showed that the factors of attack on IRB 140 robot such
as “Wi-Fi access point and Wi-Fi encryption is hacked” and
“Bypass the User Authentication System” are also applicable
to Tesla under certain conditions.

In addition, as the relationship between cars, although the
system configuration is more complex as compared to robots,
the above procedure is repeated for both Tesla and Cherokee,
reaching the GW, rewriting the GW firmware, and sending a
message to CAN. In the case of Cherokee, the A850 chip acts
as a Gateway that handles messages to CAN centrally. The
A850 chip is not separated by a network. However, the attacker
repeatedly acquired the access path to the Uconnect System,
acquired the access permission, acquired the root permission of
the system (it was actually possible to execute anonymously),



Fig. 6. Second AT generated from the case of IRB140 industrial robot

and reached the A850 (Gateway). Then, the A850’s firmware
was rewritten so that messages could be transferred to CAN.
As in the case of Tesla, the flow of intrusion is the same as
described above, and it is also the same as finally rewriting
Gateway’s Firmware to send a message to CAN. It is thought
that both Tesla and Cherokee prevented the attack by making
it impossible to rewrite the firmware of chip that controls the
message to CAN.

In the field of AI, there are successful cases of accident
occurrence prediction assuming “co-occurrence”. Under the
assumption that this co-occurrence is seen in attacks on
connected cars or robots with similar functional parts, we were
able to confirm that. We believe that analysis time and effort
will be significantly reduced compared to the case where co-
occurrence is not assumed.

VI. CONCLUSION

We explained our proposed threat analysis method utilizing
topic model analysis and vulnerability databases. We also
showed that LDA and cosine similarity can be used to automat-
ically match nodes written in natural language. Furthermore,
we showed that we can use the second AT created in the
past threat analysis as the first AT in the next analysis and
apply our proposed method gradually and continuously to help
reduce the risk.
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